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BG  QUICK® 

Retarder 
 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE 
 

 

 

MIXING AND APPLICATION 

 Retarder (white crystals) is added to the liquid! 

 Because it is poorly soluble, it is necessary to start dissolving it a day in advance, if possible. 

 Stir the liquid from the bottom, from time to time.  

 Before mixing BG QUICK, stir the retarder thoroughly. 

 Maximum admissible quantity is 3% of delivery weight (including powder), i.e. 30 kg/ton. 

 That means it is possible to add the maximum of 6 kg of retarder per 1 bucket of liquid. 

 Retard only such quantity of liquid that you will really use. If you have some retarded liquid 

left and you want to use it in frost, the setting of BG QUICK becomes extremely long! 

 

 

PLACEABILITY AND SETTING SPEED 

 It is not always necessary to use the maximum quantity of the retarder. Always try a small 

sample to find out what quantity is the best for the given circumstances. 

 The more retarder you use, the more retardation you get.  

 However, if you exceed the maximum admissible quantity of 3%, the characteristics of BG 

QUICK become worse. 

 

PACKAGING 

 The retarder is supplied in 5kg, 10 kg, 20 kg, and 30 kg buckets with a yellow stripe.  

 

STORAGE 

 Retarder stored in original closed packaging has unlimited storage life.  

 Retarder stored in opened packaging should be used within 3 months after opening.  

 Store in a dry place. Frost does not affect the quality of the retarder. 

 It is not recommended to store the retarder in direct sunlight or in rooms with temperatures 

higher than 30
o
C. 

 


